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UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE‟S SOCIAL STUDIES EXPERT JOINS
KALMAR NYCKEL FOUNDATION‟S EDUCATIONAL TEAM
The Director of the Delaware Social Studies Education Project at the University of Delaware,
Fran O‟Malley, has agreed to lead the Program Development Committee of the Kalmar Nyckel
Foundation. This announcement signals the Foundation‟s commitment to educate students of all
ages and to offer enhanced educational programs.
Fran O‟Malley spent more than two decades teaching high school and middle school students,
first at Padua Academy and later in the Brandywine School District. For the past eight years, he
has worked on the Delaware Social Studies Education Project and Democracy Project at
University of Delaware‟s Delaware Center for Teacher Education and Institute for Public
Administration. His primary role for the projects has been to improve the quality of social studies
instruction in the state in various ways, including exposing K-12 teachers to the resources
available to them, a responsibility that indirectly led to his considering doing more to promote the
Kalmar Nyckel to educators around the state.
While project director on a Teaching American History grant, O‟Malley and a group of teachers
sailed on the Kalmar Nyckel on the Christina River, an outing that made clear to him the potential
in the ship and her story. He and many teachers around the state know of the Kalmar Nyckel, but
experiencing the ship and learning while aboard is an opportunity not enough teachers take,
O‟Malley said, for a variety of reasons he hopes to address in his new role volunteering for the
Foundation.
“That kind of experience is very, very exciting,” O‟Malley said. “What we‟re going to do is
develop a curriculum around it, a standards-based curriculum, so teachers in Delaware can make
better use of the resource.”
Sam Heed, Senior Historian and Director of Education for the Kalmar Nyckel Foundation said
the new Program Development Committee that O‟Malley has agreed to lead will help the

Foundation reach more people and deepen its educational offerings. O‟Malley‟s career as a
teacher and a social studies advocate in the state convince Heed he is the right choice for this new
initiative.
“Fran has a wealth of experience developing first-rate social studies curriculum and designing it
in such a way as to make a real difference in the ways teachers teach and kids learn,” Heed said.
“His experience and wisdom gives me great optimism about our ability to meet the goal of our
mission — „preserving and promoting the cultural and maritime heritage of Delaware for the
education and enrichment of all.‟”
More information about O‟Malley‟s background and achievements is available at

http://www.ipa.udel.edu/directory/homepages/omalley.html.
More information about the Kalmar Nyckel Foundation can be found at
http://www.kalmarnyckel.org.
The Kalmar Nyckel Foundation preserves and teaches Delaware‟s unique maritime history and
multi-cultural legacy as it relates to the economic, industrial, ecological and cultural development
of the area. The recreation of Kalmar Nyckel, a 10-year project undertaken by local volunteers,
was directed by Master Builder Allen Rawl and launched in May 1997. The recreation was made
possible in large part by the vision and generosity of the Delaware General Assembly, Governor
Thomas R. Carper, Tatiana Copeland and Wilmington‟s Riverfront Development Corporation.
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